Dear IEEE Region 8 Chapters Chairs

On behalf of the Industry Continuing Education Program (ICED) Committee within IEEE R8, we would like to take this opportunity to Congratulate all candidates who were selected as industry lecturers supporting the Industry continuing Education Program. We have delayed the announcement until we have received most information about the candidates that we will soon post it in the IEEE R8 Website.

The following candidates were selected:

1. F. Maltini, Consulting, Italy (Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency & Environmental issues)
2. T. Hazel, Schneider Electric, France (Automation and In Plant Power Generation)
3. L. Popovic, Serbia (Grounding and other areas)
4. Testareli Massimo, Italy (Biometric Applications)
5. H. Mohsen, Aramco, Saudi Arabia (Quality Management)
6. Robert Chin, ABB Corporate Research, Sweden (Electrical Machines and industrial applications)
7. J. Bessede, AREVA, France (Echo systems and Power Arc Switching Technology)
8. A. Hessami, Vega Systems, UK (Risk Assessment and Management)

The exact courses and bio data for each candidate will be available in the R8 website so our sections and society chapters can benefit from the expertise of our industry lecturers.

It should be noted that the list is dynamic as such new candidates can be added to the list once being reviewed and approved by the ICED committee.

Once again thank you for your patience and looking forward to the successful implementation of this initiative within our Region.

On behalf of the ICED Committee

Ghaleb B. AL-Dandan,
ICED Committee Chair, IEEE R8
IAS Society Chapter Chair, Saudi Arabia
General Conference Co-chair EnergyCon2010
Email: dandangb@aramco.com
Mobile: +966505801409